Threshold rules of spreading in binary-state networks lead to cascades. We study persistent cascade-recovery dynamics on quasi-robust networks, i.e., networks which are robust against small trigger but may collapse for larger one. It is observed that depending on the relative rate of triggering and recovery, the network falls into one of the two dynamical phases: collapsing or active phase. We devise an analytical framework which characterizes not only the critical behavior but also the temporal evolution of network activity in both phases. Agent-based simulation results show good agreement with the analytical calculations, indicating strong predicative power of our method for persistent cascade dynamics in complex networks.
Introduction
Some real-world networks, while being less susceptible to global cascade for small initial trigger, may be subjected to persistently triggered cascades and some recovery mechanism. Typically, cascades happen in a much shorter timescale than the intermittency of trigger or recovery. Such systems follow the dynamical patterns as: trigger→cascades(→recovery)→trigger→ · · · 1 , which are observed in a variety of social [22] [23] [24] [25] , technical [26] [27] [28] [29] , financial [30] [31] [32] and biological networks [33, 34] . The original WTM with one-off trigger can be viewed as the first step in the persistent picture: trigger→cascades. Therefore, to characterize persistent threshold models is of significant importance not only as a generalization of WTM, but also in understanding and predicting a large class of complex systems. However, due to the non-monotonicity and separation of timescales of the dynamics, not much theoretical progress has been made. [30] devised a threshold model with persistent internal failure (trigger), external failure (cascades) and deterministic recovery, and showed that it incorporated richer behaviour than in the one-off trigger scenario [31, 32, 35] . Recently [36] [37] [38] [39] considered models with fixed thresholds and stochastic recovery in continuous time dynamics.
Here, we investigate a minimal persistent threshold model with stochastic trigger and recovery on a general class of random networks (which we call quasi-robust networks, see Section 3 for details), without the ad hoc simplifications in previous studies. Dependent on the relative intensity of recovery over trigger as control parameter, two phases: active and collapsing phase are identified (see Figure 1 ) and analyzed in a unified theoretical framework. The theory provides a sufficient bound condition for the network to sit in the collapsing phase and the time of collapse when it does, as well as predicting the evolution of the network with good accuracy in both phases. The model is very generic and the theoretical approach can be easily extended to more complicated set-ups. Our contribution is an important step in exploring networked systems which slowly evolve to the point of critical collapse (or outburst in terms of spreading).
The rest of the article will be organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the model and describe the general behaviours of the networks of interest. In Section 3 we build on Gleeson's method [15] [16] [17] and perform a trigger size analysis of WTM, identifying the class of quasi-robust random networks that is expected to show the observed phenomena in the persistent dynamical picture. Using the results from one-off trigger size analysis, in Section 4 we construct an effective process that mimic the full dynamics of the model, approximating the temporal evolution of the network activity with a rate equation of effective trigger size and accompanied threshold cascades. In Section 5 we compare simulation results with theoretical calculations for some key observables and discuss the predictive power and limitations of our framework. Section 5 concludes with a brief summary of current results, potential applications and future work. 
Model
Consider discrete-time threshold dynamics with recovery on random networks (configuration model conditioned on simple graphs [1] ). To be aligned with some related studies, we borrow the terminologies from technical networks and refer to the binary state of each node as active or failed. An active node can fail spontaneously, failure spreads according to (fractional) threshold rule, and a failed node can recover to be active (spontaneously). Precise set-up of the model is given as follows. (i) Each active node is independently subject to spontaneous failure with probability λ 0 ; (ii) If the failure fraction of the neighbours of an active node exceeds threshold θ, the node is damaged in the next micro-step. Such cascading failure continues until all active nodes fulfil the sustainable condition, i.e., having no more than θ fraction of failed neighbours; (iii) Each failed node is independently subject to recovery with probability λ 1 (synchronous update); If some recovered nodes don't fulfil the sustainable condition, they shall fail again in the next micro-step, which may yet be followed with cascades until no updates (unsustainable recovery);
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(iv) Start from (i) and iterate.
Define R λ 1 /λ 0 (relative intensity of recovery over trigger), φ as the network activity (fraction of active nodes in the network), and ρ = 1 − φ the corresponding failure fraction. For a large class of networks, the temporal evolution of φ generally exhibits one of the two types of behaviour dependent on chosen R: decreasing to an intermediate value and fluctuating around it for large R, or gradually dropping before suddenly collapsing to much lower value for small R. We refer to them as the active phase and the collapsing phase respectively, as shown in Figure 1 .
Trigger size analysis of Watts threshold model
As the persistent trigger threshold dynamics with recovery defined in Section 2 is hard to tackle directly, we look into the one-off trigger scenario -the Watts threshold model [14] first, in the attempt that it could serve as a building block for the analysis of the full dynamics. By extending Gleeson's method [15, 16, 18 ] to a complete trigger size analysis, we show that even for uniform threshold condition, networks may present richer behaviour than that depicted in the global cascade criterion.
Consider the same random network ensemble as described in Section 2, each of N nodes, degree distribution p k and mean degree k = ∞ k=1 kp k = z N . Assume the network is locally treelike, which is naturally satisfied for most weakly connected large random networks, including all of the situations discussed in this paper. From the fully active configuration, a fraction η of nodes are chosen to be initial failures (η as trigger size). The probability of an arbitrary node being failed after all cascades is the (expected) final failure fraction of the network ρ • . In order to estimate ρ • , approximate the network as a rooted tree branching from the arbitrarily chosen probe node, which is connected to k children with probability p k . Each of children nodes is in turn connected to (k i − 1) children with probabilitỹ p k = kp k /z (the extended degree distribution), as are all the nodes in ensuing levels. Label the levels of the resulting tree structure from bottom up as n = 0, 1, 2... . In the infinite network limit N → ∞, the level number of the root n max → ∞.
Since the final network configuration is independent of the order of cascading failure updates, let cascading spread from bottom to top of the tree. Denote ν n as the probability of a node being failed on condition that its parent is not initially failed. Since initial failures are independent events, we have iterative relation:
Here F (m, k) is the spreading (response) function of a node with degree k and m failed children. For fractional threshold rule with threshold θ,
Take n → ∞, Eq.(1) leads to a self-consistent equation about ν ν ∞ :
where
Similarly, the probability of the root node being failed is given by
From Eq.(5) and the physically viable solution of Eq.(3) ν(η) (to be elaborated in the next paragraph) we can establish the mapping from η to ρ
order of updates, the survivability check should be set at the beginning of each time-step. But as we shall argue later, the difference between update schemes is negligible under approximation.
For different network degree distributions, Eq.(3) may incorporate qualitatively different dynamical behaviours. Note that from definition
, and the initial condition of iteration ν 0 = η, the smallest solution of Eq.(3) given η would be the physical one. 4 The global cascade criterion studied in [14] [15] [16] 18] corresponds to the scenario where infinitesimal initial trigger would cause finite fraction of final failure, in which case ν ≡ 1 for any η ∈ (0, 1]. From the view of network resilience, such networks could be considered as fragile. Outside the fragile regime, Eq. (3) (0, 1) , taking the the smallest one as physical solution leads to a discontinuous jump in the η-ν relation. This type of quasi-robust networks that entails a surge of failure fraction (hence collapse in activity) when the initial trigger reaches certain size is the focus of this work 6 , which we expect to present similar properties in the persistent dynamics. To illustrate the discussions above, Figure 2 depicts two ρ • (η) curves for robust and quasi-robust networks respectively. In the quasi-robust networks of interest (such as z = 10), we can also determine the point of critical surge in failure fraction, or critical collapse in vitality. Critical surge corresponds to δρ • δη, which happens if and only if δν δη. Take variation of Eq.(3) at both sides, we have
identify the critical point as δη δν crit → 0 and note that η = ν − g(ν) 1 − g(ν) approaching the critical point from below,
are the critical point equations given by trigger size analysis.
Effective trigger size evolution of threshold dynamics with recovery
In order to theoretically characterize the persistent process on quasi-robust networks, it would be tempting to replace the increasing trigger size η in the analysis in Section 3 with the temporal evolution of some effective trigger size η e (t). Here we argue that by classifying the failed nodes in persistent dynamics into two types: the ones spontaneously failed and the ones failed by cascading (short as sponfailed and cas-failed ), under certain assumptions the spon-failed nodes can indeed serve as effective trigger η e (t) to estimate the network activityφ(t).
Assume that when the network (either in active or collapsing phase) evolves in low failure regime, spon-failed nodes that fall below the sustainable condition are negligible. This means that all spon-failed nodes are recoverable. Further we assume that all cas-failed nodes at t (failed by cascading over time) are still below the sustainable condition. Recall that λ 0 , λ 1 1, the second assumption would thus infer that cas-failed nodes are much less likely to be recovered (or may only recover at much slower pace) compared with spon-failed nodes. The above assumptions are reasonable in all cases considered in this work, and are believed to hold for quasi-robust networks in general.
The theoretical estimation of the persistent process is given by the following effective process: In each time-step, (i) Each active node turns spon-failed with probability λ 0 and each spon-failed node recovers with probability λ 1 (independently); (ii) The updated spon-failed nodes serve as the effective trigger at current time and decide the cas-failed nodes according to the threshold dynamics. In other words, it is the alternating combination of "independent spontaneous failure/recovery of active/spon-failed nodes" and "refreshing of cascading failure". It is worth stressing that the different treatment of two types of failed nodes here is not because of imposed intrinsic property of failure, as was the case in [31] ), but is a result due to their different positioning in the network hence their susceptibility to recovery. Figure 3 provides a schematic illustration of the effective dynamics.
Using results from the trigger size analysis for expected cascading failure, the rate equation of the effective trigger size η e (t) is given by
with the initial condition η e (0) = 0. The estimation of network activity at time t (before critical collapse for networks in the collapsing phase or without constraint in the active phase) would thus bē ρ(t) . = ρ • (η e (t)), where η e (t) is the solution of Eq. (9) .
If the network belongs to the active phase, it is expected to enter a steady state where dη e /dt = 0. 
where the critical trigger size η (c) is given by Eq.(8). The network is expected to be in active phase when R > R (c) and in collapsing phase when R < R (c) . For network in the collapsing phase, failure fraction would evolve in the form of ρ • (η e ) as η e (t) increases until reaching η (c) . The time of collapse t (c) would therefore be identified as the solution of the boundary value problem of Eq. (9) with end-time condition η e (t (c) ) = η (c) .
Results
Calculations based on the effective process introduced in the last section are conducted to compare with agent-based simulation results. Estimations for the temporal evolution of network vitality are plotted in black thick dash lines in Figure 1 , in good agreement with simulation results in both the active phase and pre-collapse stage of the collapsing phase.
Take a decreasing set of large R values and record the averaged steady-state activity for each R. Results are shown by the red dots in Figure 5 , with detailed parameters in figure comments. Blue lines are plotted through the theoretical estimationsρ(R) of the same set of R values. Theory and simulations agree with convincing accuracy for networks safely in the active phase (R R (c) ), regardless of network structure. As R approaches the theoretical critical pointR (c) from above, deviations for the steady-state activity kick in. Better fit for Poisson random network with mean degree z = 30. Nevertheless, in all cases the actual critical point R (c) found in simulations is larger than its theoretical valueR (c) . In other words, theoretical estimationR (c) provides a lower bound, below which the network would safely belong to the collapsing phase. This can be explained by further scrutiny over the effective process, and comparison with the actual process. As the theoretical failure sizeρ(t) (for any given R) is derived by the effective trigger size, i.e., the fraction of spon-failed nodes, the recoverable cas-failed nodes (nodes killed by cascades earlier, but at current time-step fulfil the sustainable condition due to neighbour recovery over time) are considered to be recovered with certainty in the effective process, but not necessarily so in the actual process. For lower R, failure size would increase such that this fraction of nodes becomes no longer negligible. Therefore, it is to be expected that the theoretical failure size is an underestimation, hence in simulations the networks are prone to collapse for some R >R (c) .
For networks in the collapsing phase (R <R (c) ), we can also calculate the time of collapset (c) , and compare with t (c) extracted from simulations, as shown in Figure 6 . Blue lines plotted from theoretical estimations, while red dots with error bars are average and standard deviation of t (c) from simulations. In all cases theory and simulations are in reasonable alignment, witht (c) (R) being an expected upper bound of t (c) (R). Following the same argument in the last paragraph, since the estimated failure size being underestimation, the actual time of collapse comes earlier than the theoretically predicted time.
Conclusions
In this paper we developed a method to calculate the average activity value of complex networks under cascade-recovery dynamics if the ratio of recovery/death rates is high enough to keep the network in active phase, and calculate the collapsing time when the drastic drop of activity of the network happened in the low ratio case. The simulation results of uncorrelated networks are quantitatively consistent with our theoretical predication, where moderate discrepancies near critical point were witnessed and could be interpreted by the optimistic estimation of recoverable nodes killed by threshold cascading rule in previous steps. The critical ratio R (c) predicted by our method, therefore, can be used as a lower bound in practice, and the predicted collapsing time t (c) can serve as a upper bound of the longevity of the system, respectively.
From the perspective of application, our model can be potentially applied to predict the collapsing time of complex systems with interdependency, or the condition for it to remain in active phase with high activity (i.e. high portion of functional components) in terms of the ratio of functional/dysfunctional rates on each component. An example is the stock market in which the performance of the stock of each company depends on its upstream-downstream partners, while the 0 and 1 states of each company correspond to debt deficit status and debt solvent status respectively [30] [31] [32] . Our method then can be used to predict whether the collapse of the entire stock market could be triggered by the chain reaction of debt deficits of listed companies based on enterprise financing efficiency and disbursement rate. Similarly, with our method we could also try to predict the lifespan of some animal [34] , the collapsing time and condition of honey bee colonies [40] , the failure time of power grids [41] , the behaviour of progression of lung carcinomas with different cell proliferation and apoptosis rates [33] , the spread of disruptions in railway systems [28] , the collective behaviour in online social movements [24] , and so forth. In general, our model has a strong potential in characterizing a variety of complex systems with binary state components and network structure, on which non-monotone dynamics are running, and we are going to explore those candidate systems in future study. On the other hand, theoretically, in active phase with high ratio, after being able to calculate the average activity value given a group of parameters, the next question we want to ask naturally is how the activity value fluctuates around the average temporally. Similar to the corresponding result of Maslov sandpile model [42] , we have found that the fluctuation sizes of activity value could be properly described by Tweedie compound Poisson distribution which is a member of a family of statistical models called Tweedie family. With the knowledge of the fluctuation size distribution we can further investigate the failure of networks due to finite size effect and random fluctuation even when the ratio of recovery/death rates is above the critical ratio R (c) , which is an important addition to the complete picture of the robustness of networks under cascade-recovery dynamics.
